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DEVIATION INEQUALITIES FOR SUMS OF WEAKLY DEPENDENT TIME
SERIES
OLIVIER WINTENBERGER
Abstrat. In this paper we give new deviation inequalities of Bernstein's type for the partial
sums of weakly dependent time series. The loss from the independent ase is studied arefully.
We give non mixing examples suh that dynamial systems and Bernoulli shifts for whom our
deviation inequalities hold. The proofs are based on the bloks tehnique and dierent oupling
arguments.
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1. Introdution
The aim of this paper is to extend the deviation inequality of Bernstein's type from the inde-
pendent ase to some weakly dependent ones. We onsider a sample (X1, . . . ,Xn) of a stationary
proess (Xt) in a metri spae (X , d). Considering the set F of 1-Lipshitz funtions from X to
[−1/2, 1/2], we are interested by the deviation of the partial sum S(f) =∑ni=1 f(Xi) for any f ∈ F
assuming that E(f(Xi)) = 0. If the Xi are independent and if σ
2
k(f) = k
−1Var(
∑k
i=1 f(Xi)), the
lassial Bernstein inequality gives the deviation estimate, see Bennett [3℄:
(1.1) P
(
S(f) ≥
√
2nσ21(f)x+ x/6
)
≤ e−x for all x ≥ 0.
This inequality reets the gaussian approximation of the tail of S(f) for small values x. And
for large values of x, it reets the exponential approximation of the tail of S(f). This deviation
inequality is very useful in statistis, see for example the monographs of Catoni [5℄ and of Massart
[18℄.
To extend suh deviation inequality to the dependent ases, a tradeo between the sharpness
of the estimates and the generality of the ontext has to be done. Estimates as sharp as in
the independent ases (up to onstants) are obtained for Markov hains in Lezaud [17℄, Joulin
and Ollivier [16℄ under granularity. Bertail and Clemençon [4℄ obtain a deviation inequality for
reurrent Markov hains. There exists C > 0 suh that for all M > 0 and all x > 0:
P(S(f) ≥ C(
√
nσ2(f)Tx+Mx)) ≤ e−x + nP(T1 ≥M),
where the Ti are the iid regeneration times and σ
2
T (f) = E(T )
−1Var(
∑T1
i=1 f(Xi)). Up to a
onstant, it is the limit variane in the CLT of S(f), more natural than σ21(f) in (1.1). This
primitive estimate of the tail is natural as, through the splitting tehnique of Nummelin [21℄, the
partial sums S(f) are sums of iid sequenes of bloks of size Ti. If the regeneration times are
bounded, then up to dierent onstants the same estimate than in the iid ase is obtained. If
1
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the regeneration times admit nite exponential moments, xing M ≈ lnn Adamzak [1℄ obtains
estimates of the deviations with a onstant C > 0:
P
(
S(f) ≥ C
(√
nσ2T (f)x+ lnnx
))
≤ e−x for all x ≥ 0.
A loss of rate lnn, that annot be redued, appears in the exponential approximation ompared
with the iid ase, see Adamzak [1℄ for more details.
In all these works, the strong Markov property is ruial. To bypass the Markov assumption,
one way is to use dependent oeients. Ibragimov [14℄ introdued the uniformly φ-mixing oe-
ients. In this settings, Samson [24℄ ahieves the deviation inequality (1.1) with dierent onstants
as soon as
∑√
φr < ∞. Less aurate results have been obtained for more general mixing o-
eients than the φ-mixing ones: Viennet [25℄ for absolutely regular mixing and Merlevede et
al. [19℄ for geometrially strongly mixing. Reently, mixing oeients have been extended to
weakly dependent ones, see Doukhan and Louhihi [11℄ and Dedeker and Prieur [8℄. Under the
exponential derease of these oeients, deviation inequalities for S(f) with a loss in the expo-
nential approximation are given in Doukhan and Neumann [12℄. Merlevede et al. [20℄ extends
these results for the partial sum S(f) for unbounded funtions f .
The dependene ontext of this paper is the one of the so-alled ϕ-weakly dependent oeients
introdued by Rio in [22℄ to extend the uniformly φ-mixing oeients. We provide new deviation
inequalities for non mixing proesses, suh that dynamial systems alled expanding maps, see
Collet et al. [6℄ and ontinuous funtions of Bernoulli shifts. The Bernstein's deviation inequality
in these non mixing ontexts sharpens the existing ones. The deviation inequality is obtained by
dividing the sample (X1, . . . ,Xn) in dierent bloks (Xi, . . . ,Xi+k∗), where the length k
∗
must be
arefully hosen and then by approximating non onseutive bloks by independent bloks using
a oupling sheme.
The oupling sheme follows from a onditional Kantorovith-Rubinstein duality due to Dedeker
et al. [9℄ and detailed in Setion 2. Using this oupling argument, a new deviation inequality an
be stated in Setion 3:
(1.2) P
(
S(f) ≥ 5.8
√
nσ2k∗(f)x+ 1.5 k
∗x)
))
≤ e−x for all x ≥ 0,
with σ2j(f) = supj≤k≤n σ
2
k(f) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n and k∗ = min{k ≥ 1; kδk ≤ σ2k(f)}, where (δk)
only depends of the ϕ-oeients, see ondition (3.1) for more details. Unlike σ1(f) in (1.1), the
variane term σ2k∗(f) is natural as it tends to the limit variane in the CLT with k
∗
. When the
TLC holds, i.e. σ2k(f) → σ2(f) > 0, then the lassial Bernstein's inequality (1.1) holds up to
onstants with σ21(f) replaed by σ
2(f), see Subsetion 3.3 for more details. On the opposite,
if the funtionals fn are suh that σ
2
1(fn) → 0, then for exponentially dereasing rate of the ϕ-
oeients, k∗ ≈ − ln(σ21(fn)) and a logarithmi loss appears. As in the reursive Markov hains
ase, the loss in the exponential approximation depends on the size of bloks k∗. We do not know
if this loss in the exponential domain may be redued for suh non uniformly φ-mixing sequenes.
In many pratial examples suh that hains with innite memory introdued by Doukhan and
Wintenberger [13℄, Bernoulli shifts and Markov kernels, an L∞ oupling sheme is tratable, see
Setion 5 for a detailed denition. In these spei ases of ϕ-weakly dependent sequenes, an
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improved version of the deviation inequality (1.2) is given in Theorem 5.1:
P
(
S(f) ≥ 2
√
nσ2
k∗′
(f)x+ 1.34 k∗′x)
)
≤ e−x for all x ≥ 0,
with k∗′ = min{1 ≤ k ≤ n / nδ′k ≤ kx}, where (δ′k) only depends of the L∞ oupling sheme, see
ondition (5.1) for more details. The paper nishes with the proofs olleted in Setion 6.
2. Preliminaries: oupling and weak dependene oeffiients
Let (X1, . . . ,Xn) with n ≥ 1 be a sample of random variables on some probability spae
(Ω,A,P) with value in a metri spae (X , d). We assume in all the sequel that for any n ≥ 1
there exists a stritly stationary proess (X
(n)
t ) suh that (X1, . . . ,Xn) = (X
(n)
1 , . . . ,X
(n)
n ). Let
us onsider F the set of measurable funtions f : X 7→ R satisfying:
(2.1) |f(x)− f(y)| ≤ d(x, y), ∀(x, y) ∈ X × X and sup
x∈X
|f(x)| ≤ 1/2.
We denote the partial sum S(f) =
∑n
i=1 f(Xi) and Mj = σ(Xt; 1 ≤ t ≤ j) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
2.1. Kantorovith-Rubinstein duality. The tehnique of oupling is related with the Kantorovith-
Rubinstein duality. The duality states that given two distribution P and Q on X there exists a
random ouple Y = (Y1, Y2) with Y1 ∼ P and Y2 ∼ Q satisfying
E(d(Y1, Y2)) = sup
f∈Λ1
E|f(dP − dQ)| = inf
Y ′
E(d(Y ′1 , Y
′
2)),
where Y ′ have the same margins than Y and Λ1 denotes the set of 1-Lipshitz funtions suh that
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ d(x, y).
Dedeker, Prieur and Raynaud de Fitte [9℄ extend the lassialKantorovith-Rubinstein duality
in the time series framework by onsidering it onditionally on some event M ∈ A. Assuming
that the original spae Ω is rih enough, i.e. it exists a random variable U uniformly distributed
over [0, 1] and independent of M, for any Y1 ∼ P with values in a Polish spae it exists a random
variable Y2 ∼ P independent of M satisfying
(2.2) E(d(Y1, Y2) | M) = sup{|E(f(Y1)|M) − E(f(Y1))|, f ∈ Λ1} a.s.
2.2. ϕ-weak dependene oeients and oupling shemes. Let us reall the weak depen-
dene oeient ϕ introdued in Rio [22℄
Denition 2.1. For any X ∈ X , for any σ-algebra M of A then
ϕ(M,X) = sup{‖E(f(X)|M) − E(f(X))‖∞, f ∈ F}.
Another equivalent denition is
(2.3) ϕ(M,Xr)) = sup{|Cov(Y, f(Xr))|, f ∈ F and Y is M-measurable and E|Y | = 1},
see [8℄.
We will denote by (A) the spei ase where X is a Polish spae with sup(x,y)∈X 2 d(x, y) ≤ 1.
In the ase (A) we have ϕ(M,X) = τ∞(M,X) where τ∞ is the oupling oeient dened in [7℄
by the relation
τ∞(M,X) = sup{‖E(f(X)|M) − E(f(X))‖∞, f ∈ Λ1}.
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This last oeients is the essential supremum of the right hand side term of the onditional
Kantorovith-Rubinstein duality (2.2). Thus in the ase (A) we get a oupling sheme diretly
on the variable X via the Kantorovith-Rubinstein duality (2.2): it exists a version X∗ ∼ X
independent of M suh that
‖E(d(X,X∗) | M)‖∞ = τ∞(M,X) = ϕ(M,X).
When d is the Hamming distane d(x, y) = 1 x 6=y the oeient ϕ(M,X) oinides with the
uniform mixing oeient φ(M, σ(X)) of Ibragimov dened for 2 σ-algebra M and M′ as:
φ(M,M′) = sup
M∈M,M ′∈M′
|P(M ′ | M)− P(M ′)|.
In more general ontext than (A), we have ϕ(M,X) ≤ τ∞(M,X) and oupling sheme diretly
on X is not tratable. Then we do oupling sheme on the variables f(Xi) for some funtion f : If
the sample (X1, . . . Xn) is suh that the oeients ϕ(Mj ,Xi) are nite for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n and if
f ∈ F then the oupling sheme for f(Xi) follows from the onditional Kantorovith-Rubinstein
duality (2.2) and the relation
τ∞(Mj , f(Xi)) ≤ ϕ(Mj ,Xi) :
There exists f(Xi)
∗
suh that f(Xi)
∗ ∼ f(Xi) is independent of Mj and
‖E(|f(Xi)∗ − f(Xi)| | Mj)‖∞ = τ∞(Mj , f(Xi)) ≤ ϕ(Mj ,Xi).
In the ase (A) we also have another possible oupling sheme for f(Xi), see Setion 5 for pratial
examples: f(X∗i ) ∼ f(Xi) is independent of Mj and
‖E(|f(X∗i )− f(Xi)| | Mj)‖∞ ≤ ‖E(d(X∗i ,Xi)| | Mj)‖∞ = τ∞(Mj , f(Xi)) = ϕ(Mj ,Xi).
2.3. Extensions on the produt spae X q, q > 1. To onsider onditional oupling shemes of
length q > 1 we need to extend the notions of weak dependene oeients on X = (Xt)r≤t<r+q ∈
X q. It depends on the metri dq hosen for X q :
Denition 2.2. For any q ≥ 1, any X ∈ X q and any σ-algebra M of A let us dene the
oeients
ϕ(M,X) = sup{‖E(f(X)|M) − E(f(X))‖∞, f ∈ Fq},
where Fq is the set of 1-Lipshitz funtions with values in [−1/2, 1/2] of X d equipped with the
metri dq(x, y) = q
−1
∑q
i=1 d(xi, yi).
Let us disuss the onsequenes of the hoie of the metri dq :
• The τ∞ oupling oeients on X q are dened for the metri dq , see [7℄, and for all f ∈ F :
τ∞(M, (f(X1), . . . , f(Xq))) ≤ ϕ(M, (X1, . . . ,Xq)).
Moreover, in the ase (A) it holds τ∞(M,X) = ϕ(M,X).
• If d is the Hamming metri, as dq(x, y) ≤ 1 x 6=y then ϕ(M,X) ≤ φ(M, σ(X)). Thus the
denition of the weakly dependent oeients ϕ diers here from the one of Rio in [22℄
where X q is equipped with d∞(x, y) = max1≤i≤q d(xi, yi).
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2.4. First appliation: deviation inequality of Hoeding type. This appliation is due to
Dedeker and Prieur [8℄. Assume that X is a Polish spae suh that supx,y d(x, y) ≤ 1, i.e. we are
in the ase (A). Assume that the oeients ϕ(Mj , (Xj+1, . . . ,Xn)) are nite for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n−1
and that g : X n → R satises
|g(x1, . . . , xn)− g(y1, . . . , yn)| ≤
n∑
i=1
d(xi, yi).
As we are in the ase (A) it exists a oupling sheme (X∗j+1, . . . ,X
∗
n) of (Xj+1, . . . ,Xn) for any
1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 suh that, keeping the same notation than in [23℄:
Γ(g) = ‖E(g(Xj+1, . . . ,Xn) | Mj)− E(g(Xj+1, . . . ,Xn)‖∞
= ‖E(g(Xj+1, . . . ,Xn)− g(X∗j+1, . . . ,X∗n) | Mj)‖∞ ≤ (n − j)ϕ(Mj , (Xj+1, . . . ,Xn)).
Applying Theorem 1 of [23℄, if E(g(X1, . . . ,Xn)) = 0 then for all x ≥ 0 it holds:
P

f(X1, . . . ,Xn) ≥
√√√√2−1 n∑
j=1
(1 + 2(n− j)ϕ(Mj , (Xj+1, . . . ,Xn)))2 x

 ≤ e−x.
This deviation inequality of Hoeding type only diers from the one for independene by a on-
stant. However, suh inequalities are not as satisfatory as Bernstein ones for statistial applia-
tions.
3. Deviation inequality around the mean inequality
Let us give an inequality for the deviation around the mean of S(f) =
∑n
i=1 f(Xi) for f ∈ F ,
with (X1, . . . ,Xn) on the metri spae (X , d) and suh that there exists a non inreasing sequene
(δr) that satises
(3.1) sup
1≤j≤n−2r+1
ϕ(Mj , , (Xr+j , . . . ,X2r+j−1)) ≤ δr for all r ≥ 1.
3.1. A deviation inequality of Bernstein type. Assume with no loss of generality that
E(f(X1)) = 0.
Theorem 3.1. For any integer n, if there exists (δr) as in (3.1) then
P
(
S(f) ≥ 5.8
√
nσ2k∗(f)x+ 1.5 k
∗x
)
≤ e−x,
where k∗ = min{1 ≤ k ≤ n / kδk ≤ σ2k(f)} and σ2k∗(f) = max{σ2k(f) / k∗ ≤ k ≤ n}.
The proof of this Theorem is given in Subsetion 6.1. We adopt the onvention min ∅ = +∞
and the estimate is non trivial when rδr → 0 and nδn ≥ σn(f), i.e. for not too small values of n.
Remark that the variane term σ2k∗(f) is more natural than σ
2
1(f) in (1.1) as in the entral limit
theorem σ2k∗(f) onverges to the limit variane as k
∗
goes to innity. Before giving some remarks on
this Theorem, the next proposition give estimates of the quantity σ2k(f) = k
−1Var
(∑k
i=1 f(Xi)
)
.
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3.2. The variane terms σ2k(f). Under suitable assumptions on (δr), it is always possible to
obtain rough estimates of σ2k(f) in funtion of σ
2
1(f) and E|f(X1)|:
Proposition 3.2. If the ondtion (3.1) is satised then we have for all k ≤ n the inequality:
σ2k(f) ≤
(
σ21(f) + 2E|f(X1)|
k−1∑
r=1
δr
)
.
See Subsetion for a straightforward proof 6.2 of this Proposition. The estimate given in
Proposition 3.2 an be rough, for example in the degenerate ases when σ2k(f) tends to 0 with k.
3.3. Remarks on Theorem 3.1. The gaussian behavior around the mean is, up to a universal
onstant, the same than in the iid ase with the more natural variane σ2k∗(f) instead of σ
2
1(f) in
(1.1). However in the exponential domain the estimates given in Theorem 3.1 is sometimes less
sharp than the one obtained for φ-mixing in Samson [24℄.
In the non degenerate ase σ2k(f)→ σ2(f) > 0 then k∗ is nite as soon as rδr ↓ 0. The deviation
inequality of Theorem 3.1 beomes similar than the one in the iid ase (1.1) with the variane
term σ2(f) instead of σ21(f): there exists C > 0 suh that for n suiently large we have
P(S(f) ≥ C(
√
nσ2(f)x+ x)) ≤ e−xfor all x ≥ 0.
However, the estimate of the exponential behavior in Theorem 3.1 may dier from the one of
the iid ase. For example, for statistial issues it is often assumed that f is hosen depending
on n suh that σ21(fn) → 0. Assume that rδr is summable. Using Proposition 3.2 and Jensen's
inequality we have the estimate σ21(fn) . σ
2
1(fn)
1/2
. If σ21(fn)
−1/2nδn ↓ 0 then for n suiently
large suh that k∗n = min{k ≤ n / kδk ≤ σ21(fn)1/2} exists, it holds
P(S(f) ≥ C(
√
σ2k∗n
(fn)nx+ k
∗
nx)) ≤ e−x for all x ≥ 0, with C > 0.
As k∗n ↑ ∞ there is a loss ompare with the iid ase (1.1). We do not know if this loss may be
redued outside the ases of uniformly mixing proesses where (1.1) holds, see Samson [24℄.
This loss may be redued when the autoorrelations are ontrolled, hoosing a smaller size of
bloks k∗n. Assume that σ
2
1(fn) . σ
2
1(fn) (suh relation is satised in the uniformly φ-mixing
ontext). If σ21(fn)
−1nδn ↓ 0 then for n suiently large suh that k∗n = min{k ≤ n / kδk ≤
σ21(fn)} exists, it holds
P
(
S(fn) ≥ C
(√
σ21(fn)nx+ k
∗
nx
))
≤ e−x for all x ≥ 0, with C > 0.
The loss ompare with the iid ase is due to k∗n ↑ ∞. More preisely
• If δr = Cδr for C > 0 and 0 < δ < 1 then k∗n ≈ − ln(σ21(fn)),
• If δr = Crδ for C > 0 and δ > 1 then k∗n ≈ σ21(fn)1/(1−δ).
4. Examples
We fous on non φ-mixing examples as for them the inequality (1.1) holds up to onstants, see
Samson [24℄. We present dynamial systems that are known to be non φ-mixing proesses but
they satisfy (3.1) in the ase (A). Other examples in the ase (A) are presented in the Setion
5 as a sharpened deviation inequality holds for them, see Theorem 5.1. We also present in this
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Setion ontinuous funtions of Bernoulli shifts that are examples not φ-mixing and not in the
ase (A) and thus annot be treated by the approah of Setion 5 and of [24℄.
4.1. Dynamial systems. Here we are in the ase X = [0; 1] and d(x, y) = |x − y|, i.e. in the
(A) and then ϕ = τ∞. Sine Andrews [2℄, dynamial systems, dened as stationary solutions of
Xt = T (Xt+1) for all t are lassial examples of non-mixing proesses. Let us onsider Xt the
stationary solution of
Xt =
1
2
(Xt−1 + ξt)
where (ξt) is an iid sequene distributed as a Bernoulli(1/2). Then Xt = T (Xt+1 where T (x) = 2x
modulo 1. Even if it is not mixing, easy omputation shows that (Xt) satises (3.1) with
rδr = (4/9)2
−r
(in fat this spei ase satises also rδ′r = (4/9)2
−r
, see Setion 5 for more
details).
More general examples of dynamial systems are studied in Collet et al. [6℄. They obtain esti-
mates of ovarianes terms, multivariate versions of (2.3), for dynamial systems alled expanding
maps. Then it follows the existene of C > 0 and 0 < ρ < 1 suh that (3.1) is satised with
rδr = Cρ
r
, see Dedeker and Prieur [8℄ for more details.
4.2. Continuous funtions of Bernoulli shifts. Let us onsider a φ-mixing stationary proess
(ξt) in some measurable spae Y and a sequene (Ut) in the metri spae X dened as
Ut = F (ξt−j ; j ∈ N),
where F is a measurable funtion. Assume that the original state spae is large enough suh that
it exists (ξ′t) distributed as (ξt) but independent of it. As in [22℄, assume that there exists a non
inreasing sequene (vk) satisfying almost surely
d(F (ξj ; j ∈ N), F (ξkj ; j ∈ N)) ≤ vk,
with the sequene (ξkt ) satisfying ξt = ξ
k
t for 0 ≤ t ≤ k and for t > k, ξkt = ξ′t. Finally set
Xt = H(Ut) for some measurable funtion H : X → X and t = {1, . . . , n} and denote
wH(x, η) = sup
d(x,y)≤η
d(H(x),H(y)).
Proposition 4.1. The sample (X1, . . . ,Xn) satises (3.1) with
δr = inf
1≤k≤r−1
{2φr−k + E(3wH(U0, 2vk)) ∧ 1}.
See the Subsetion 6.3 for the proof of this Proposition. Remark that by onstrution the
proess (Xt) is non neessarily in the ase (A)
5. In the ase (A) with a oupling sheme in L∞.
In all this setion we plae us in the ase (A) where X is a Polish metri spae and d(x, y) ≤ 1
for all x, y ∈ X . For all r ≥ 1 a oupling sheme in L∞ for (Xi)r+j≤i<2r+j−1, j ≥ 1, exists when
we an onstrut (X∗i )r+j≤i<2r+j−1 distributed as (Xi)r+j≤i<2r+j−1 and independent of Mj suh
that
(5.1) sup
1≤j≤n−2r+1
2r+j−1∑
i=r+j
d(Xi,X
∗
i ) ≤ rδ′r a.s. for all r ≥ 1.
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5.1. A sharper deviation inequality of Bernstein's type. Remark that ondition (5.1) with
(δ′r) implies ondition (3.1) with δr = δ
′
r. Then we obtain a slightly sharper deviation inequality
than in Theorem 3.1:
Theorem 5.1. For f ∈ F suh that E(f(X1)) = 0 then we have for all x ≥ nδ′k and all 1 ≤ k ≤ n:
P(S(f) ≥ x) ≤ exp
(
−2nσ
2
k(f)
k2
h
(
k(x− nδ′k)
2nσ2k(f)
))
where h(x) = (1 + x) ln(1 + x)− x for all x ≥ 0. Then it holds for all x ≥ 0:
P
(
S(f) ≥ 2
√
nσ2
k∗′
(f)x+ 1.34 k∗′x)
)
≤ exp(−x)
with k∗′ = min{1 ≤ k ≤ n / nδ′k ≤ kx}.
The proof of this Theorem is given in Subsetion 6.4.
Let us ompare this deviation inequality with the result of Theorem 3.1. In Theorem 5.1
the variane term σ2k(f) sharpens σ
2
k(f) and the normal approximation is better here. For the
exponential approximation, in both Theorems losses are due to the hosen bloks sizes. As
k∗′ = min{1 ≤ k ≤ n / kδ′k ≤ xk2/n}, if kδ′k is dereasing as kδk then k∗′ ≤ k∗ as soon as
nσ2k(f) ≤ k2x or equivalently
√
nσ2k(f)x ≤ kx, i.e. as soon as x is in the domain of the expo-
nential approximation. Thus for the normal and the exponential approximations, he deviation
inequality in Theorem 5.1 improves the one of Theorem 3.1.
A tradeo between the generality of the ontext and the sharpness of the deviation inequalities
is done. Even if (5.1) is less general than (3.1), it is satised for many examples, see below.
5.2. Bounded Markov Chains. Following Dedeker and Prieur [8℄, let us onsider a stationary
Markov hain (Xt) with transition kernel P satisfying, for all f ∈ Λ1, that P (f) =
∫
f(y)P (x, dy)
is a κ-Lipshitz funtion with κ < 1. Then
rδ′r = κ
r(1 + · · ·+ κr),
see [8℄ for more details.
5.3. Bounded hains with innite memory. Let the sequene of the innovations (ξt)t∈Z be
an iid proess on a measurable spae Y. We dene X = (Xt)t∈Z as the solution of the equation
(5.2) Xt = F (Xt−1,Xt−2, . . . ; ξt) a.s.,
for some bounded funtion F : X (N\{0}) × Y → X satisfying the ondition
(5.3) d(F ((xk)k∈N\{0}; ξ0), F ((yk)k∈N\{0}; ξ0)) ≤
∞∑
j=1
aj(F )d(xj , yj), a.s.
for all (xk)k∈N\{0}, (yk)k∈N\{0} ∈ XN\{0} suh that there exists N > 0 as xk = yk = 0 for all
k > N and with aj(F ) ≥ 0 satisfying
(5.4)
∞∑
j=1
aj(F ) := a(F ) < 1.
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Let (ξ∗t )t∈Z be a stationary sequene distributed as (ξt)t∈Z , independent of (ξt)t≤0 and suh that
ξt = ξ
∗
t for t > 0. Let (X
∗
t )t∈Z be the solution of the equation
X∗t = F (X
∗
t−1,X
∗
t−2, . . . ; ξ
∗
t ), a.s.
Using similar arguments than in Doukhan and Wintenberger [13℄ we have the following result,
Lemma 5.2. Under ondition (5.4) there exists some bounded (by 1/2) stationary proess X
solution of the equation (5.2). Moreover, this solution satises (5.1) with
rδ′r =
2r−1∑
j=r
inf
0<p≤j

a(F )r/p +
∞∑
j=p
aj(F )

 .
As the proof of this Lemma is similar than the one in [13℄, it is omitted here.
Many solutions of eonometrial models may be written as hains with innite memory. How-
ever, the assumption of boundedness is very restritive for pratial models.
5.4. Bernoulli shifts. Solutions of the reurrene equation (5.2) may always be written as Xt =
H((ξj)j≤t) for some measurable funtion H : YN 7→ X were (ξt) is an iid proess alled the
innovations. In this very general framework, a oupling version X∗t is given by X
∗
t = H((ξ
∗
t ))
where (ξ∗t ) is a stationary sequene distributed as (ξt), independent of (ξt)t≤0 and suh that
ξt = ξ
∗
t for t > 0. If there exist ai ≥ 0 suh that
d(H(x),H(y)) ≤
∑
i≥1
aid(xi, yi) with
∑
i≥1
ai <∞,
and if Y is a metri spae suh that it exists y ∈ Y with d(ξ1, y) bounded a.s., then (Xt) satises
(5.1) with
rδ′r = C
∑
i≥r
ar
for some C > 0.
6. Proofs
This Setion ontains the proofs.
6.1. Proofs of the Theorems 3.1. This setion ontains the proofs of the Bernstein's type
estimates on the partial sums S(f) for f ∈ F . As in the independent ase, the proofs follow the
Cherno devie. We will proeed using Bernstein's blok tehnique as in [10℄. Let us denote by
Ij the j-th blok of indies of size k, i.e. {(j − 1)k + 1, jk} exept the last bloks and let p be an
integer suh that 2p− 1 ≤ k−1n ≤ 2p.
Let us denote by S1 and S2 the sums of even and odd bloks dened as
S1 =
∑
i∈I2j , 1≤j≤p
f(Xi) and S2 =
∑
i∈I2j−1, 1≤j≤p
f(Xi).
From Cauhy-Shwartz inequality, it holds:
lnE[exp(tS(f))] ≤ 1
2
(lnE exp (2tS1) + lnE exp (2tS2)) .
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Now let us treat in detail the term depending on S1, the same argument applies identially to S2.
We want to prove that for any 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, hoosing k = [1/t] ∧ n as in [10℄ it holds:
(6.1) lnE(exp(tS(f))) ≤ 4nt2(2(e − 2)σ2k(f) + ekδk).
Denoting Lm = lnE(exp(2t
∑
i∈I2j , 1≤j≤m
f(Xi))) for any 1 ≤ m ≤ p, we do a reurrene on m
remarking that lnE(exp(2tS1)) = Lp. From Holder inequality, we have for any 2 ≤ m ≤ p− 1 the
inequalities:
exp(Lm+1)− exp(Lm) exp(L1)
≤ exp(Lm)
∥∥∥∥∥∥E
(
exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
)
| M2mk
)
− E
(
exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
))∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≤ exp(Lm)
∥∥∥∥∥∥E
(
exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
)
− exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
)∗
| M2mk
)∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
,
where exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
)∗
is a oupling version of the variable exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
)
,
independent of M2mk. From the denition of the oupling oeients τ∞, we know that∥∥∥∥∥∥E
(
exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
)
− exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
)∗
| M2mk
)∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≤ τ∞
(
M2mk, exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
))
.
As
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi) is bounded with k/2, then u→ exp(2tu) is a Lipshitz funtion with onstant
2kt exp(kt) with respet to dk and bounded with exp(kt) for all t ≥ 0. We then dedue that for
n−1 < t ≤ 1, hoosing k = [1/t] ∧ (n− 1) and under ondition (3.1) we have
τ∞
(
M2mk, exp
(
2t
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
f(Xi)
))
≤ 2ktektϕ(M2mk, (Xi)i∈I2(m+1)) ≤ 2eδk.
Colleting this inequalities, we ahieve that
exp(Lm+1) ≤ exp(Lm)(exp(L1) + 2eδk).
The lassial Bennett's inequality on
∑
i∈I2
f(Xi) gives the estimates exp(L1) ≤ 1+4σ2k(f)/k(ekt−
kt− 1) and as kt ≤ 1 we obtain
Lm+1 ≤ Lm + ln
(
1 +
4(e− 2)σ2k(f) + 2ekδk
k
)
≤ Lm + 4(e− 2)σ
2
k(f) + 2ekδk
k
.
The p steps of the reurrene leads to the desired inequality
lnE(exp(2tS1)) ≤ 2p2(e− 2)σ
2
k(f) + ekδk
k
.
As the same inequality holds for S2 we obtain (6.1) for n
−1 < t ≤ 1 remarking that 2pk−1 ≤ 4nt2.
For t ≤ n−1, lassial Bennett inequality on S1 gives
lnE(exp(2tS1)) ≤ 4σ2n(f)/n(ent − nt− 1).
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Remarking that ent − nt − 1 ≤ (nt)2∑k≥0(nt)k/(k + 2)! and (k + 2)! ≥ 23k we derive that
ent−nt−1 ≤ 2−1(nt)2∑k≥0 3−k ≤ 3/4(nt)2 for nt ≤ 1. Then olleting thes bounds, for t ≤ n−1
it holds
lnE(exp(2tS1)) ≤ 3nσ2n(f)t2 ≤ 4nt2(2(e − 2)σ2n(f) + enδn).
The same holds for S2 and then (6.1) follows for 0 ≤ t ≤ n−1 and then for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Note that for k ≥ k∗ we have σ2k(f) ≤ σ2k∗(f) and kδk ≤ σ2k(f) by denition. From (6.1) we
ahieve
lnE(exp(tS(f))) ≤ Knσ2k∗(f)t2, for 0 ≤ t ≤ k∗−1,
withK = 4(3e−4). Follow the Cherno's devie, i.e. using lnP(S(f) ≥ x) ≤ lnE(exp(tS(f)))−tx
and optimizing in 0 ≤ t ≤ k∗−1, we obtain
P(S(f) ≥ x) ≤ exp
(
− x
2
2Knσ2k∗(f)
)
1 k∗x≤2Knσ2
k∗
(f) + exp
(
Knσ2k∗(f)
k∗2
− x
k∗
)
1 k∗x>2Knσ2
k∗
(f).
Easy alulation yields for all x ≥ 0
P(S(f) ≥
√
2Knσ2k∗(f)1 k∗2x≤2Knσ2
k∗
(f) + (k
∗t+ k∗−1Knσ2k∗(f))1 k∗2x>2Knσ2
k∗
(f) ≤ e−x.
A rough bound k∗t + k∗−1Knσ2k∗(f) ≤ 3k∗x/2 for k∗2x > 2Knσ2k∗(f) leads to the result of the
Theorem.
6.2. Proof of Proposition 3.2. We have the lassial deomposition
Var
(
k∑
i=1
f(Xi)
)
= kVar(f(X1)) + 2
k−1∑
r=1
(k − r)Cov(f(X1), f(Xr+1)).
Now let us onsider the oupling sheme f(Xr+1)
∗
distributed as f(Xr+1) but independent of
M1. Then from Holder inequality it holds
Cov(f(X1), f(Xr+1)) = E(E(f(Xr+1)− f(Xr+1)∗ |M1)f(X1)).
But as f(Xr+1)− f(Xr+1)∗ ≤ δr onditionally to M0 we get the desired result.
6.3. Proof of Proposition 4.1. We adapt the proof of [22℄. We are interested in estimated the
oeients ϕ(Mj , (Xr+j , . . . ,X2r−1+j)) for any (j, r) satisfying 1 ≤ j ≤ j + r ≤ 2r − 1 + j ≤ n.
Let us x (j, r) and denote (ξkt ) a sequene suh that ξ
k
t = ξt for all t ≥ r+ j − k > j and ξkt = ξ′t
otherwise. Denote Ukt = F (ξ
k
t−j ; j ∈ N) and Xkt = H(Ukt ). For any f ∈ F , we have
(6.2) f(Xr+j, . . . ,X2r−1+j)− f(Xkr+j , . . . ,Xk2r−1+j) ≤

1
r
2r−1+j∑
i=r+j
d(Xi,X
k
i )

 ∧ 1.
By denition of the modulus of ontinuity and as d(Uki , Ui) ≤ vk for any r + j ≤ i ≤ 2r − 1 + j,
we have
d(Xi,X
k
i ) = d(H(Ui),H(U
k
i )) ≤ wH(Uki , vk).
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Remarking that
(
r−1
∑2r−1+j
i=r+j wH(U
k
i , vk)
)
∧1 is a measurable funtion of ((ξ′t)t<r+j−k, (ξt)t≥r+j−k)
bounded by 1, it holds from the denition of the φ-mixing oeients:
E

(r−1 2r−1+j∑
i=r+j
wH(U
k
i , vk)
)
∧ 1 / Mj

 ≤ φr−k + E

(r−1 2r−1+j∑
i=r+j
wH(U
k
i , vk)
)
∧ 1

 .
Using again that d(Uki , Ui) ≤ vk, then wH(Uki , vk) ≤ 2wH(Ui, 2vk). By stationarity of (Ut), we
obtain
E

(r−1 2r−1+j∑
i=r+j
wH(U
k
i , vk)
)
∧ 1

 ≤ E(2wH(U0, 2vk)) ∧ 1.
So ombining these inequalities we obtain for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1:
(6.3)∥∥∥E(f(Xr+j, . . . ,X2r−1+j)− f(Xkr+j, . . . ,Xk2r−1+j) /Mj)∥∥∥
∞
≤ φr−k + E(2wH(U0, 2vk)) ∧ 1.
Using again the denition of the φ-mixing oeients, as f is bounded by 1 it holds
(6.4)
∥∥∥E(f(Xkr+j , . . . ,Xk2r−1+j) /Mj)− E(f(Xkr+j, . . . ,Xk2r−1+j))∥∥∥
∞
≤ φr−k.
Finally, using again (6.2) and that d(Xi,X
k
i ) ≤ wH(Ui, vk), by stationarity of (Ut) we obtain
(6.5) Ef(Xr+j, . . . ,X2r−1+j)− Ef(Xkr+j, . . . ,Xk2r−1+j) ≤ E(wH(U0, vk)) ∧ 1.
The result of the Proposition 4.1 follow from the denition of the ϕ-oeients, the inequalities
(6.3), (6.4) and (6.5).
6.4. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let us keep the same notation than in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
The Benett's type deviation inequality follows lassially from the Cherno devie applies with
the estimate:
(6.6) ln(E(exp(tS(f))) ≤ 2nσ
2
k(f)
k2
(exp(kt)− kt− 1) + nδ′kt for all t ≥ 0.
To prove (6.6), let us use the L∞-oupling sheme and (5.1) to derive for all 1 ≤ m ≤ p:∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
i∈I2m
f(Xi)−
∑
i∈I2m
f(X∗i )
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≤
∑
i∈I2(m+1)
‖d(Xi,X∗i )‖∞ ≤ kδ′k,
where, as in Subsetion 6.1, |Ij| = k for all 1 ≤ j ≤ 2p with 2p − 1 ≤ nk−1 ≤ 2p. Then, for all
t ≥ 0 we have:
exp

2t ∑
i∈I2m
f(Xi)

 ≤ e2tkδ′k exp

2t ∑
i∈I2m
f(X∗i )


a.s.
for all 1 ≤ m ≤ p. In partiular, by independene of (X∗i )i∈I2m with M2i−1 and by stationary we
dedue that
E

exp

2t ∑
i∈I2m
f(Xi)

 | M2(m−1)

 ≤ e2tkδ′kE

exp

2t∑
i∈I1
f(X∗i )




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for all 1 ≤ m ≤ p. Applying this inequality for m = p we have
E exp(2tS1) = E

exp

2t ∑
1≤m≤p−1
∑
i∈I2m
f(Xi)

E

exp

∑
i∈I2p
f(Xi)

 | M2(p−1)




≤ e2tkδ′kE

exp

2t∑
i∈I1
f(X∗i )



E

exp

2t ∑
1≤m≤p−1
∑
i∈I2m
f(Xi)



 .
Let us do the same reasoning reursively on m = p− 1, . . . , 2 to obtain nally
lnE exp(2tS1) ≤ 2(p − 1)kδ′kt+ p lnE

exp

2t∑
i∈I1
f(X∗i )



 .
The lassial Bennett inequality gives
lnE

exp

2t∑
i∈I1
f(X∗i )



 ≤ 4σ2k(f)
k
(exp(kt)− kt− 1)
and the inequality (6.6) follows remarking that 4pk−1 ≤ 2nk−2 and 2(p− 1)k ≤ n.
For the Bernstein's type inequality, we use (6.6), the series expansion of the funtion exp(x)−
x− 1 and that k! ≥ 23k−2 for k ≥ 2 to derive:
ln(E(exp(tS(f))) ≤ nσ
2
k(f)t
2
1− (k/3)t + nδ
′
kt for all t ≥ 0.
With the same notation than in [18℄, for x ≥ nδ′k the Cherno devie leads to:
P(S(f) ≥ x) ≤ exp
(
2nσ2k(f)
(k/3)2
h1
(
(k/3)(x − nδ′k)
2nσ2k(f)
))
,
where h1(x) = 1 + x−
√
1 + 2x for all x ≥ 0. Then for all x ≥ 0 we have
P(S(f) ≥ x+ nδ′k) ≤ exp
(
2nσ2k(f)
(k/3)2
h1
(
(k/3)x
2nσ2k(f)
))
and the desired result follows as h−11 (x) =
√
2x+ x for all x ≥ 0.
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